2015 Fourth Quarter Update
“CloverCroft”
Dearest Family and Friends,
We hope this Update finds you all in the best of health and spirits. We are fine here, busy
“moving in” to this new house. What a process! And to think that as soon as we get the last
piece of furniture in place, we have to leave…. But I am getting ahead of myself.
We had a spectacular fall season here in NH.
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I took lots of “foliage/reflections” pix.
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And kept on shooting long after the foliage was gone.
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We got to visit New York City twice this Quarter, once to greet Jiedine upon her arrival here
in the US with her friend Vero, and once to deal with travel documents. We four joined
almost 50 million other annual visitors to that great city. Upon greeting Jiedine and Vero, the
hugging and selfies continued non-stop.
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We tried to jam as much sightseeing in as possible for Jiedine, from subway rides, to pizza at
Joe’s in the Village,

to Picasso at MOMA, to very late night trips to the wrong side of the river,

to iconic views!
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NYC is a great place for contemplating architecture,
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Interesting how glass windows look so flat when reflecting the sky but distort images when
there is more detail to reflect, like these “surreal” buildings.

In this view on the left from the Empire State Building, the exterior expressions of buildings
predominate. However, look closely and you will see a church steeple, just left of center, lost
beneath the surrounding high rises, then, enter that church and be stunned by a magnificent
interior space, on the right, and utterly change your perspective of what is large what is small.
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Big Apple People Watching;
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I got in the dangerous-for-a-pedestrian habit of craning my neck in classic doofus
rubbernecker style and shooting the skyscrapers disappearing into infinity.
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And I visited my own personal Mecca – B&H Photo - where I paid homage to the great relics
of my photography religion, like this lens. (and yes, that price is in US dollars, not rupees!)
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Last shot of NYC…….’nuff said.
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In the previous update we had just closed on CloverCroft, and this Quarter has been spent
“moving” in. There is no truer expression than “Moving is worse than dying…because you
have to unpack when you get there!”
We hired a professional crew to move the big stuff that we couldn’t move ourselves, but
everything else was moved in van and U-Haul trailer loads by Ri and me, three hours down to
Jaffey and three hours back, umpteen times.
We had things literally stacked floor to ceiling, and we were at times overwhelmed.

As soon as I would get a space cleared for an office, because I do have official things to do, it
would be swamped by the next tsunami of boxes.
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But there were moments of joy too, when, for instance this package marked “frageeelay” was
opened to remove a special prize, which, to follow the movie story line, we placed in a
window so the whole neighborhood could enjoy the sight.

During the moving process we often passed Chocorua Lake as we shuttled loads from Jaffrey
to East Conway. I sent a pic of this lovely lake and its clear waters in our last update. We got
in the habit of pulling over each time we shuttled past and snapping pix of the lake, as the
light, the atmospherics, were so different each time.
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Slowly the house is taking shape inside. From bits and pieces disassembled years ago and
stored carefully, springs furniture to fit the room,

which all then harmoniously performs its function.
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From limp, albeit patriotic, deflation,

springeth objets d’art!
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One of the first rooms we focused on was the bedroom.
Putter, putter, putter…..
……..et, voila!

Having lived on the road for so many years, this nestbuilding time we went all out, finding a
great bed frame on craigslist, buying all new mattress and box spring after sitting on every
choice and combo till we found the perfect firmness, new covering and pillows, and a heating
pad! As we settled in to our new bed that first night we realized that for the first time, in our
lives really, we had the perfect bed, not some hand-me-down, but perfect in every way, and
we owned the house and the land, having paid cash for Clovercroft, so this was truly all ours,
and it was perfect! A profound experience.
We are doing no major work yet as we are contemplating moving the house! It does not have
a full and proper basement under it and it needs one (because I need the room to store stuff –
HaHa he says with a demented laugh!) and if we are to lift the house up and work under it,
then we should consider building the new foundation in a different location on the property,
and then moving the house over and setting it on its new foundation. No problem, right?!?
We did replace the old fuse-type electrical panel with a brand new circuit breaker panel placed
in a more appropriate spot, but that wasn’t really optional.
We live a few hundred feet from the Saco River, on the floodplain, in farmland, just at the
foot of the White Mountains. A couple of shots of our neighborhood: the first hard frost
along the banks of the Saco, and New Year’s morning light on the White Mountains.
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Miksang! With cold weather and old inefficient windows, frost forms on the inside of the
storm windows, and by looking calmly and closely, stunning natural beauty can be observed!
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And what of the others, you impatiently ask, as I prattle on about ice crystals and such! Well
Ri is (re)learning to drive on the right side of the road again,

and sampling the local delicacies, like lobster, and whatever this scary mound of fried stuff is,
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and searching for, and finding!, the exact pumpkin she needs for some particular dish!

And patiently accompanying me into the forest in search of the worst possible conditions.
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The Boyz are still in Santa Barbara, California. Arri working and contemplating returning
more aggressively to university. Aibor working and cogitating with me on a new business
venture. They finally got to meet and bond with Jiedine when she visited there. I am so glad
that happened, finally!!

Bolti, with Abul’s help, passed Class 10 and is currently studying for Matrics and watching
Orina, while Abul and Sunny are in Arunachal Pradesh. Suklang, with Abul’s help, kicked
jingshong and came in third in her class – hurray! Bapyn has passed Class 10 and she and
Daphi are also studying for Matrics in March. Recent pix of Abul, as pretty as a princess from
a fairy tale, and the captivatingly adorable Kharsati sisters!

So many others to mention! When we return to India we will provide pix and updates on
everyone.
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Jiedine was here in NH with us for a couple weeks. She just left yesterday, and I finally have a
moment to sit down and write this update. During her too short time here we got to know
one of the world’s most beautiful people. The time we spent with Jiedine was sooo very
fulfilling, not just because Jiedine is so bright and vivacious, indeed divine, but we had a whole
new level of experience. Technically, Jiedine is our grandchild, the daughter of Ri’s niece. To
date, our experience with grandchildren has been playing with Legos and shooting off water
rockets and such. So, when she first got here we treated her like a grandchild, spoon feeding
her tasty porridges, and wiping her little chin, while making cooing noises,

and clapping in grandparently delight as she made her first snow angels in the fresh snow and
left her glowing angel residue.
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But eventually she rebelled – “Stop!” she exclaimed, holding a hand to her cheek in
exasperation. “Look at me! I am not a baby anymore!” And, coming out of our doting fog,
we looked at her closely and noticed that indeed she wasn’t a baby, or even a child, anymore,
but rather a young woman of exceptional beauty!

Once we realized she was an adult, we worked her like a farm hand, putting her to tasks like
shoveling snow and stacking lumber!
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and chauffeuring Fat Boy around, even if she mostly drove on the wrong side of the road!

But seriously, with Jiedine, not only could we go on grown up adventures, and I could impart
my knowledge and experience of such things as skiing, and climbing mountains on the coldest
day of the year and returning with all our toes and fingers, and searching for sun dogs,

but we could also have adult conversations about how to make the world better, and what we
wanted to be when we grew up.
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And, because she is an adult with a driver’s license, we could snowmachine wildly through the
forest, each on our own machine!

As we spent time with this fascinating young woman, we also enjoyed the different
expressions playing out on her lovely face, as she had her first experience with snow and cold,
like on the right below this expression is “Really, Uncle? Another mile to the top!?!”
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This was Jiedine’s first trip to the US and I believe her first extended trip anywhere, and what
joy to behold this beautiful young person spread her wings!

There is much conflict and loud obnoxious noise going off in the world right now, but
knowing Jiedine is coming up behind us makes everything seem a little better – there is hope
for this world, which seems set to explode. Being with Jiedine was as enriching and rewarding
an experience as one can imagine. Thank you, J, for gracing us with your presence. And we
look forward to future adventures with you and other nieces, nephews, and grandchildren!
But as she was leaving, poor Uncle Tumbleweed made quite the scene, clinging to her leg and
bawling like a big fat baby when I realized she was really moving on and leaving me behind!
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The drama at this moment centers around our travel documents. You will recall Ri had lost
her Permanent US Resident status, having been out of country too long, and she went
through months of travail in India failing to re-instate her status, and then trying to get some
sort of visa, anything, from the US to enter the country. She ended up with a Tourist Visa,
allowing her six months stay, and that six months is up January 27th!! Yikes!! Soon!
But it gets worse, because, when she entered the country in July the Immigration Officer
instructed her to get a new Indian passport, as the one she had was “hand written,” and as of
November of 2015, airports around the world were set to no longer accept such “nonmachine-readable” passports. So, naturally we contacted the Indian Consulate in New York
and then went through the whole process of submitting a lengthy application requesting they
issue her a new machine-readable passport. And, I suppose, just as naturally, they refused the
request!
It took a while for us to actually get a reason from a human for the denial, and it turned out
they wanted her to return to India to make the request. HaHa, Gothcha! You must return to
India, even though you cannot travel there! A great koan to ponder! First the US wouldn’t let
her in, and now the Indians were making it impossible for her to leave!
I, in the meantime, had waited 5 months for my OCI card from the Indians, a process usually
limited to 42 days, and had received no assurance I would ever get it. Since I have to re-enter
India too at some point soon, I couldn’t wait forever, so we traipsed the 300+ miles to NYC,
made a personal appearance at the Indian Consulate where they recommended I apply for an
“Entry” type visa, which I did. But for Ri they said they would give her an emergency travel
document to return to India! But we convinced them that we were not going directly back to
India, and that they had no choice but to re-issue her a new passport, and so, they accepted
the application, and……..we are still waiting! As the clock winds inexorably down….
I promptly received my “entry visa” from the consulate and just a day or so ago I also
received notice that they had my OCI card! I have now FedExed them my passport.
So we are in a bit of a panic mode – time to go! and we haven’t even put any pictures up on
the walls, and this giant house to be left empty for the winter, the most dangerous time, when
pipes can freeze – but no clear exit strategy as Ri has no passport now, her hand written one
being submitted with the application……and hence we cannot apply for visas for her
anywhere, and we have lots of places we want to go….and now I too have no
passport……and the clock is winding down on her permission to stay here…….
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At this writing, the wind is changing direction and the Tumbleweeds feel as if they will be off
on a tumble across the earth’s surface soon….perhaps….somewhere…..maybe! To where
we do not know, the start date still obscure. Obiwan Tumbleweed recently told me “Patience,
Fat Grasshopper, you will come unstuck from your fence when the time is right.”

	
  

All our love and Best Wishes for 2016!
The Jeschke Family.
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